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---
701. Scissor Shock - I Have A Question About Nietzche (2:35)
(United States)

Scissor Shock is a noise band from Columbus, Indiana who is mainly focused on creating something interesting and new, usually incorporating insanely complex song structures that don't really make any sense but would be impossible for a human to pull off... but, somehow, I do it!! And there used to be lots of screaming. Scissor Shock started life as a domain for 45-second rock songs with 300 time changes. Then, it started to just become this crazed jazz explosion of quiet/loud crashing and music that was impossible to follow. Now, it's progressive no wave noise with broken instruments. Neat, eh? Adam Cooley (RUINHORSE, Stagedive Suicide, Ranger Raccoon, Knife Big, etc...) is basically the only full-t.

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/scissorshock
http://www.geocities.com/scissor_shock


---
702. [Br]om - Spolz (4:35)
(Russia)

Äًميّـٍلِ Üمٌڤپنٍويَق - ّـيَّٹٍَ;
äوِوًً Éمِـّوٌَق - كًََّ, �ٹٹميْ�;
Ñٌوِْوى ںـُگوٍ - فـّ;
éً�كـ çََّقـ - فـِـفـٍ�.

«ًََلـ� ٌَّيَقّيـ� كِپُُـ, ِّْمٌ�ڈـ�ّ� ِـّْقَِ�ْ� ق كَِ�ڤمى يِپنيم ِـلويـً�ٍَكَ لنـهـ يپَّڤيو ِـٹوٍـلـ وه گپٌـ و وٌَُِقوهـەوو.

Alexander "fle" Zhemchuzhnikov - tenor sax 
Kirill Gerasimov - voices & effects
Dmitry "Prig" Lapshin - bass 
Olga Nosova - drums

Young band from Moscow melting noisy improvised sugarcubes in coffee mug of radical jazz

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/6rom
e-mail: br.om@mail.ru


---
703. Magical Unicellular Music [Solntsetsvety] -  Kamen Part One (Track 2) - (14:55)
(Russia/Belarus)

Magical Unicellular Music (V.O.M. ذ Ç.é.«.) ذ the project was started in 2004 by Solntsetsvety (ëًٍَەمەقمْ�) artistic group in Minsk (Belarus). Solntsetsvety are famous for their explosive psychedelic performances and especially bold sound experiments that paradoxically mix primitivistic lo-fi and delicate sound-work, vital juices of afro-american music and visions of Vienna symphonists. All this mash up happens within the formal frame of a standard rock band line-up (almost standard, except for the use of radio and noise pickups), and just maybe, somewhere in the distance one could catch a glimpse of that notoriously famous شrussian soulص.

Magical Unicellular Music is a desperate attempt to form and deliver somewhat valid shape of the ever-evading fabric of life. The result turned out to be simple, even primitive. Basically it turned out as protest against time, against continuous loss of memory and manic desire for changes. This manic craving for constant changes so familiar to all of us probably is the factor that makes human beings not take notice of objects and phenomena that require some in-depth study. One shouldnصt mix V.O.M. with most of the psychedelic culture, that is frequently filled with memory loss ذ V.O.M. suggests remembering. Remembering as much as one can, bit by bit. This is true, primitive music.

Several bands simultaneously function in the context of the Magical Unicellular Music project in different cities ذ V.O.M. III and V.O.M. V in Minsk, V.O.M. IV in Moscow.

http://www.myspace.com/unicellularmusic 
http://lesom.ru/


---
704. Limbo - Beginning Part 2 (6:15)
(Turkey)

Limbo strolls on the thin line between music and noise. We called our music style "Spontaneous Sound Fiction". Because when we're creating our music, we're feeding from our soul, thoughts at that moment. All of songs and performances are totally improvised.

Arists : 
Giray Gürkal (Guitar, Sounds, Objects) 
and 
Utku Tavil (Drums, Synth, Sounds)

http://www.myspace.com/fromlimbo


---
705. Joao Filipe - An Endless Revolution (4:07)
(Portugal)

Composed and performed by J. Filipe
Recorded in Porto, Portugal, 2008

"Joao Filipe is a Portuguese percussionist and experimental musician with explorations and participations within several genres of music production. From punk-rock, industrial, electro-acoustic experimentalism, ambient, jazz, his influences seem as diverse as his work.
Now, with his solo adventure, the idea is to explore to the maximum the percutive potencial of objects and unusual instruments, with techniques that are not very common.
Almost as a mind game of tensions and empty spaces, his compositions flow along the improvised and the organized, layer by layer, until they reach a final form... or something that appears to be one!"

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/joaofilipe0  
joaomotorika@gmail.com

---
706. Sabrina Siegel - Chihuahua (2:51)
(United States)

"Chihuahua" is a "situationist" improvised work in which Siegel plays electric guitar along with the two chihuahuas present in the room.

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/sabrinasiegel 


---
707. Stefano Giust / Vittorino Curci - Ein Karton als Decke (7:26)
(Italy)

Stefano Giust: drums, laptop
Vittorino Curci: alto sax

Stefano Giust was born in Switzerland, in 1968, he is a self-taught musician, improviser, performer and composer of electronic/acousmatic music. He has started to recording his music at the age of 14. Since that period he has recorded 76 albums, as a leader and co-leader, with projects of improvisation, avant-jazz and electronic music. His work develops into many different experimental achievements, in which improvisation and indeterminate music hold a central role. He looks upon contemporary improvisation as an open process compatible with any idiom and musical situation. Among others he has played with Gianni Gebbia, Luc Ex, Vincenzo Vasi, Roy Paci, Roberto Bellatalla, Edoardo Marraffa, Andy Diagram, Sakis Papadimitriou, Edoardo Ricci, Patrizia Oliva, Carlo Actis Dato, Xabier Iriondo, Renato Ciunfrini, Gianni Lenoci, Roberto Ottaviano, Luca Miti; with projects Camusi, Crash Trio, Blistrap (UK), Ògun, Papiers Collés, Ipersensity, L'Amorth Duo, Rediffusion (UK), Gbur and many others. He has toured Italy, United Kingdom, The Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenja, Belgium. As acousmatic/electronic composer, some of his works have been used and commissioned by experimental film directors and video-artists like Gorazd Krnc, Toni Mestrovic, Alessandro Amaducci, Sammlerfamilie/Filoart, Fabrizio Personeni, Tullio De Gennaro, Renzo Cevro-Vukovic, Giovanni Andreotta, Soda, Iris Ollschewski and others. In 1993 he founded the radical label Setola di Maiale - unconventional music, a catalogue of avant-garde musicians that today has produced about 140 discs and involved about 200 musicians. 
Vittorino Curci is a musician, writer and festival promoter. He has played with Joëlle Léandre, Gianluigi Trovesi, Giancarlo Schiaffini, Steve Lacy, Yves Robert, Peter Kowald, Gunther Sommer, Conny Bauer, Evan Parker, Maggie Nicols, Sergej Kuryokhin, Vyacheslav Gayvoronsky, Pino Minafra, Roberto Ottaviano, Gianni Lenoci, Marcello Magliocchi, Eugenio Colombo, Mario Schiano, Antonello Salis, Ernst Reijseger and more.

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/stefanogiust 
http://www.setoladimaiale.net/


---
708. Christopher Hoffman - Dissipative Structure (2:49)
(United States)

solo electric tenor banjo

Multifaceted cellist, engineer & producer Christopher Hoffman has perfomed or recorded with Needers & Givers, Pagoda, Ryan Scott, Clare Muldaur, Christina Courtin, Ryan Adams, John Zorn, Haale Devotchka, Henry Threadgill, John Ellis, Anat Cohen, Jenny Scheinman, Fred Lonberg-Holm, Butch Morris, Nate Wooley, Otomo Yoshide, Teddy Thompson, Dar Williams, Scott Rosenberg, Young Love, Anistar, Mat Maneri and Elizabeth & The Catapult.

Contact:
http://www.christopherhoffman.com 
http://www.myspace.com/christopherhoffman 


---
709. The Moglass - Oct. 4, 2008 (excerpt) (4:26)
(Ukraine)

(alto-sax, drums, el-guitar, synth, violin)

"The Moglass is an experimental/improvising/personalfolk band from Ukraine. 
We have recorded for Nexsound, PseudoArcana and U-Sound Archive labels, toured with Jackie-O Motherfucker and My Cat Is An Alien, collaborated with Tom Carter&Vanessa Arn, Andrey Kiritchenko and Anla Courtis. After nine years of activity (1997-2006) we took a two-years sabbatical. But now we return with a new material, new energies and new self-operated label 'Nezvanova Nova'."

Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/themoglass


---
710. Outfind - Implausible (8:05)
(United States)

Recorded on cassette. very lo-fi. 
Charles Pagano - drums 
Carl Webb  - guitar, painting

http://www.myspace.com/xnernl
http://www.myspace.com/whitemuthasucka


---
total time: 58:02

---
Clinical Archives / 2008
clinicalarchives@hotmail.com
http://www.clinicalarchives.spyw.com
http://www.myspace.com/clinicalarchives
http://www.archive.org/details/clinicalarchives
